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ABSTRACT

The applications of the new stereological methods such as the disector and the
point—sampled intercepts have been mainly published in studies of non—space—filling
particle systems with few exceptions. This paper demonstrates the feasibility of using the
disector and the point—sampled intercepts as unbiased and efficient methods for size and
topology evaluation of space—filling grains, with limited information on the distribution,
in engineering materials. The rules of identifying and counting of grains and grain corners
are given for the disector analysis. The study of the size and the topology of grains in an
austenite grain growth series of microalloyed low—carbon steel samples has been used as
an example.
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INTRODUCTION

A single—phase space—filling grain structure consists of 4 subsets of geometrical
elements: grain corners (quadruple points), grain edges (triple lines), grain faces, and
grain volumes, which essentially follow the ‘2—2, 3-1, 4-0 rules’ (Liu, 1993).
Unden/vood (1970) made an excellent review on the 3D studies of such space—filling
cells or grains up to 1968, where some 3D pictures of grains from metals and alloys, cells
from plant, human fat tissue and bubble froth were shown as examples. The serial section
analysis was and has been continuously used as one of the most common methods to
study the size, the topology, and the shape of 3D space—filling grains or cells (Flhines,
‘I967; Underwood, 1970; Flhines et al., ‘I974; Rhines and Patterson, 1982; Liu, 1984;
Nunez and Domingo, 1988), and the necessary analysis rules along with the fundamen-
tal principle of treating each feature as a point to avoid the boundary bias in the 3D fea-
ture counting have been systematically established (Rhines et al., 1976). However, the
low efficiency of the serial section analysis frightens many researchers away, so that new
experimental methods of higher efficiency have been sought after for the unbiased esti-
mation of grain size and topology.

In this paper, the problem has been solved by reducing the number of the depen-
dent serial sections to 2 with modified counting rules of both grains and quadruple
points, which implies that in principle the analysis has become that of the disector des-
cribed by Sterio (1984). The disector with an unbiased counting frame improves the effi-
ciency significantly because not only the number of the dependent section planes needed












